A human Hind III 1.9 kb repeated DNA fragment was isolated and cloned in pBR322. A cloned member that hybridized predominantly to the 1.9 kb Hind III band in a digest of whole human DNA was chosen for sequencing. It is an 1894 bp fragment that shows no significant internal repeats. Few pCG residues are observed in the sequence and there are numerous stop codons. Detailed sequence comparisons confirm this is a novel class of repeats that is not related to previously characterized human satellite DNAs or Alu sequences.
INTRODUCTION
A 1.9 kb band is visible in Hind III digests of human male and female DNA and by densitometry, accounts for >_ 0-25% of the genome; by hybridization experiments its sequence has been shown to be distinct from previously identified human repeated DNAs including the simple DNA satellites, the Eco RI 340 bp dimer repeats and the Alu sequence family (1) . The complete sequence of a cloned member of this 1.9 kb family is here reported. An accompanying paper describes minor sequence variations in the whole genomic array that are detectable in hybridization studies using this cloned DNA as a probe (2) . Such studies clearly link the sequence described here to several primate Kpn I bands observed by other investigators (3, 4) . The 1.9 kb sequence also is likely to be related to repeated sequences found in cloning studies of the 3' side of the Bglobin gene (5) and to those identified in X chromosome cell hybrid experiments (6) . The 1.9 kb sequence shows no internal repeats of statistical significance, and in accord with previous hybridization studies, it is not homologous to any of the previously described human repeated DNA families. Related Kpn I repeats have not yet been sequenced and thus cannot be compared directly for homologies. At least part of the 1.9 kb sequence is conserved in evolution (1, 2, 3) . The "function" of this sequence is unknown.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Hind III band visualized in a digest of whole human DNA was excised and eluted from a preparative 0.8% agarose gel, cloned in A Charon 27 and subcloned in pBR322 (2) . One recombinant clone that in Southern blot experiments hybridized predominantly to the 1.9 kb Hind III band in digests of human nuclear DNA (1) was chosen for further sequence studies. Plasmid DNA isolated from E_^ coli as described (7) was purified by equilibrium CsClethidlum bromide centrifugation. The DNA insert was mapped using restriction enzymes and standard agarose gel electrophoresls (8, 9) . Appropriate restriction fragments were 5' or 3' end labelled as described in detail (9, 10, 11) using a series of 20%, 8% and 4% gels. Most of the sequence was analyzed at least twice ( Fig. 1 ) and complementary strand analysis or sequence analysis in a second experiment showed unambiguous confirming data.
Restriction enzyme map sites consistent with fragments obtained prior to sequencing were confirmed in the sequence.
The sequence was analyzed extensively using the sequence analysis system of the NIH MOLGEN SUMEX-AIM computer facility at Stanford University.
The homology, symmetry and dyad-symmetry searches in this system are based on an updated version of the Korn-Queen algorithm; details of the parameters used and their statistical significance were generously provided and can be obtained from the MOLGEN group at Stanford (J. Clayton, P. Friedland, L.
Kedes, and D. Brutlag).
The system has numerous sequence files available for comparative searches.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mapping and Sequencing Strategy for the Hind III 1.9 kb Insert
The enzymes used for sequencing of end labelled insert fragments are depicted in Fig Analysis of the dinucleotide sequence distribution was generally in keeping with the percent expected in a random sequence, with one striking exception. The pCG ratio (which is the same in both strands) was quite low and showed only 9 pCG pairs or 0.5%, as compared to an expected percent of 3.6% in total DNA. One of these pCG sites is at the Msp I (Hpa II) site (position 127). In preliminary studies using the restriction enzymes Msp I
and Hpa II to differentiate methylated from non-methylated cytosines, there appears to be a small degree of methylation at this site in whole human DNA (data not shown). Only one other pCG site of the 9 in the total sequence has a methyl C residue that potentially can be studied with a restriction enzyme; at position 134 a simple inversion of CG could yield a Hha I site.
Generally, the degree of potential methylation sites in the 1.9 insert ,is considerably lower than that seen in mouse satellite DNA (11, 13) . Although pCG methylation has been considered an important feature in repeated DNAs and the inactivation of coding sequences (14, 15, 16) , the low percent of pCG residues here suggest C methylation may not be an important modifying feature in the 1.9 kb sequence. The low representation of pCG sites also could coincide with special protein binding affinities of this sequence, especially if it is adjacent to active gene coding regions.
Lack of Internal Repeats
Since the 1.9 kb Hind III sequence is repeated, one might suspect that the sequence is built upon a simpler sequence, as for example that seen in the 340 bp Eco RI human dimer, or the 232 bp mouse satellite sequences (9, 11, 13) . We therefore searched the sequence for internal homologies that were statistically significant (see Methods). The best homology was the match between 175-212 and 1545-1580 in the 1.9 kb insert (30 of 40 bases matched). The expected value (E) for this match as compared to a random DNA is 0.118, and showed a one base loop out (insertion-deletion) at 6 positions. A statistically significant homology would have zero base loop outs, and an expected value E of 0.05 or less. We further reviewed all the matches of 75% homology and found no repeated sequence that was obvious in these matches; there was also no consistent spacing pattern discernable in the homologies obtained. As a control of the computer program we compared its expected value for the two repeats of the human Eco RI 340 bp dimer, which using a different analysis were considered to be highly significant statistically (9) . The computer also read this as a highly significant repeat with an expect value E = 0.000.
Regions of Symmetry and Dyad Symmetry in the 1.9 kb Fragment
Several symmetries were noted in the sequence, for example at position 430. However, computer analysis of all symmetries showed there were none of statistical significance. Furthermore, there were no dyad symmetries where the total free energy of base pairing was -10 K cal; -15 K cal or less has been considered to be the limit for the stable formation of RNA hairpins under physiological conditions (17) .
Translation Analysis of the 1.9 kb Sequence
The translation products in all three reading frames were examined.
There were numerous stop codons. The longest reading frame (in any frame, without stop codons) was 251 amino acids long, starting at position 1139.
More stop codons were observed in a search of the inverse complement of the sequence (the largest translation array was 82 amino acids in length). More detailed translation analyses (and homology and dyad symmetry analyses) are available on request.
Comparison with other Sequences
The Hind III 1. between the two different sequences might be obtained. Alternatively, high molecular weight "alphold" DNA, isolated as a satellite from cesium gradients, could also contain other repeated DNA sequences in addition to the 340 dimer family that contributed to the positive hybridization results obtained by others (3) . In summary, the comparative data here does not lend any positive evidence to support the notion that the shorter Eco RI 340 bp human dimer sequence is related to the longer 1.9 kb human repeat.
We previously found that the 1.9 kb clone hybridized to an "interspersed" mouse repeated DNA band (1, 18) . Thus it was of interest to find if this sequence bore any resemblance to the common repeated mouse DNA satellite. Again no statistically significant sequence homologies were noted between the human 1.9 kb repeat and mouse satellite, and this was in accord with previous hybridization studies ( This homology between two widely separated species was statistically better than any homology between the human Eco RI 340 bp dimer and the human 1.9 kb repeat. "Alu family" sequences, including a polymerase III in vitro transcription unit (19) were also compared since they are "interspersed" in the human genome. Alu sequences are notably more GC rich than the 1.9 kb sequence depicted here; Alu sequences showed less significant homologies with the 1.9 kb repeat than mouse satellite DNA (sequences compared as shown in Fig. 2 or as inverse complement). Tandemly repeated human simple satellite sequences (12, 20) did not show any obvious relation to the 1.9 kb repeat. In summary, the 1.9 kb repeated sequence is here defined as a novel human repeated DNA.
It lacks any internal repeated sequence subsets, and thus cannot be classified as a tandem repeat based on its internal sequence.
In the following paper we demonstrate that larger fragments containing this sequence do not show strict tandem repetition of the 1.9 kb sequence, i.e.
the end of the molecule is not followed directly by the beginning of the sequence or vice versa. The "function" of this conserved repeat is unknown.
It is of interest that high resolution chromosome hybridization studies directly show at least a proportion of this sequence is localized on the chromosome arms in a discrete or banded configuration (1 and in preparation). It is possible that this sequence, or clusters of this sequence, may have a role in the definition of discrete chromosomal and nuclear domains that are distinct from those occupied by the predominant centromeric
